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TO IMPROVE YOUR

LANGUAGE INSIGHTS
USING

BUSINESS STRATEGY



What and How
to talk to them

TARGETING

TECHNOLOGIES

Who you 
should talk to



DEVELOPED TO CATCH 
CRIMINALS ONLINE





Language is Insight

The way we speak says a lot about 
who we are and what we care about

By better understanding your audience, you can 
maximise engagement
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How do Samsung Note owners talk?
How do Samsung S owners talk?

The identified differences resulted in new content and better targeting

67% improvement in Qualified Landing Rate



Call Centre Language

Refining operator language to 
make them more effective

Helping Sky retain subscribers
Helping DFS upsell warranties

Understanding 
potential students

Helping Universities better 
understand the concerns of 

teens/parents, and more 
effectively market their courses 

to them

Girls’ Football

Helping the FA encourage girls 
to play football, by 

understanding parental 
attitudes to it

Consumer perception 
compared to 
competitors





How to get insights from 
language?



Social Media

Reviews

Forums

Focus Groups

DMP

CRM

Call Centre Transcripts

Live Chat

Surveys

Blogs

Websites

Market Researcher

Brand Manager

Account Directors

Customer Service Managers

Creative Director

Planner

HR Director

DATA

Sitting on untapped data?



good data = good insight

Data sources have their own strengths and weaknesses
• Focus groups/Transcripts -> specific but steered

• Blogs/News -> detailed but potentially biased

• Social Media -> large quantity, but polluted

• Forums -> longer, considered language on a topic



DISCOVER RATHER THAN SEARCH



Context is key…
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…to pulling out valuable insight

Millennials

Battery life
Camera quality

Aesthetics

Generation X

Customer Service
Manual

Ease of use
Kin

Context is key…



Understand what you really want to know, and ask questions that will help you 

do this

How are people discussing my product?
… has a campaign or event changed the view of my consumers?

… what sets my product apart from the rest?

What does my target market care about?
… how can I ensure my messaging resonates with my market?

Ask the right questions
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